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Abstract. L-Systems have been extensively utilized in plant modeling and
music rendering. However, the music generated was not very pleasant as the
grammars used are very simple. This paper describes a hybrid method that
generates more complex grammars for L-Systems in a visual language
framework for music rendering so that the musical sounds generated can be
improved and fine-tuned. The method which uses a hybrid of stochastic and
context-sensitive L-Systems grammars is vital in producing harmonious
musical sounds and a variety of L-System grammars for L-Systems music
rendering. Based on the evaluation, the method has been rated to be useful and
effective in rendering harmonious musical sounds using the visual language
framework even for anyone who does not have prior knowledge in L-System
music rendering.
Keywords: L-System Attributes, Stochastic, Context-Sensitive,
Modelling, Music Rendering, Visual Programming Framework.

1

Plant

Introduction and Related Work

L-System is a language consisting of a set of strings governed by a set of production
rules while a string consists of a sequence of symbols called axioms. When the
production rules are applied to the axioms, the string generated can be used to model
plants and render musical sounds [1]. This paper focuses on visual generation of
musical sounds using L-Systems. Stochastic and context-sensitive grammars are
combined to produce a pleasant arrangement of musical notes. Consequently, the
production string will render a more harmonious music. In an existing tool for music
rendering called LMUSe [2], the production of a string is generated randomly, such as:
D<E>F(1/2)=LMNOP

(1)

which means that 50% of the time if E is between D and F, E will be replaced by
LMNOP and:
(0.33)Z<G>H=SS
A.L. Brooks (Ed.): ArtsIT 2011, LNICST 101, pp. 46–53, 2012.
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(2)
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which means that there is a 33.33% chance that G will be replaced by SS if G is
between and H. As the production rules are performed randomly, the string produced
will generate inaccurate and different results each time. Current works in L-Systems
music rendering are based on simple grammars since they have to be scripted by the
programmers or users. Stochastic and Context Sensitive L-Systems grammars allow
complicated grammars to be generated easily on visual language framework. Hence, a
system called Visual Language Music Rendering (VLMR) has been developed to
provide the flexibility in generating visually harmonious musical sounds using these
complicated grammars.
1.1

Stochastic Grammar

Stochastic grammar is vital for reading the rules differently in an effort to meliorate
the L-System music rendering [3]. Most of the times, every occurrence of the
predecessor is simply replaced by the successor that is bounded by a set of production
rules represented by the derivation symbol →. The derivation of the successor is
obtained through probabilities derived from a set of predecessor grammars. The
production string is generated by replacing the successor that has a higher probability
i.e. a note with the highest occurrences in a set of input rules. The sum of the
probability of all musical notes is equal to 1. Let’s assume that ‘a’ is the predecessor
for all productions, thus
(3)
Stochastic grammar also allows the representation of its attributes using the Markov
model [4]. For example, chord ‘D’ will be replaced from chord ‘E’ in the production
string as the probability of chord ‘E’ is higher compared to the other chords as given
below:
(4)
At times, it is unavoidable to have equal production probability as given below:
(5)
which can also be written as:
a(.5)=b
a(.5)=c

(6)

which implies that the predecessor ‘a’ has an equal chance to be replaced by the
successors ‘b’ or ‘c’. This particular replacement is randomly determined by VLMR.
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Context-Sensitive Grammar

In order to generate a variety of musical notes, VLMR has been extended to include
context-sensitive grammar which is concerned with the other symbols surrounding the
symbol to be replaced. The context-sensitivity rule can be portrayed as follows:
A<B>C=DEF

(7)

which implies that B will be replaced by DEF provided that A is on the left of B and
C is on the right of B. The rule can also be one-sided at times. For example:
J<K=XYZ

(8)

means that K is replaced by XYZ when J is on the left of K and there is no symbol to
the right of K, or at the end of the production string. The same theory applies for:
R>S=PQRST

(9)

which means that R is replaced by PQSRT if R is at the beginning of the production
string and there is no symbol to the left of R but there is S on the right.
1.3

Previous Work

Our work is inspired by the previous work of Siew and Talib [5] namely Visual
Language Plant Modeling system (VLPM) which is a visual language framework for
plant modeling using L-Systems. The user-friendly visual language framework is to
cater those users with no prior knowledge in both programming and L-Systems. The
user can easily generate plant model by using the framework which consists of the LSystem attributes and grammars that are represented by icons. As for LMUSe [2], it is
a complete and sophisticated system that is compatible with L-System grammars
specifically for music rendering. However, music cannot be rendered if one does not
know the L-System grammar that is supposed to instruct the direction, movement,
operations of the stack, increment and decrement of musical pitch, and tempo. In
LMUSe, as proposed by Worth and Stepney [6], it is possible to produce more
‘pleasing’ or harmonious musical sounds by using stochastic and context-sensitive
grammars. However, it requires the users to key in the L-System grammar and to have
extensive knowledge in L-System. In this paper, we propose a visual language
framework for creating more harmonious musical sounds that can easily be used by
the users who have little or no knowledge on L-Systems. By chance, VLMR
integrates parts of VLPM with pieces from LMUSe since VLPM provides iconic
representations which match the musical notes with the attributes of plant models [5].

2

Proposed Method

In the visual programming domain, the emphasis of the research depends on the
application of visual formalism. From the view of programming it is regarded to be
more effective than textual formalism. The overall implementation approach is designed
based on the data flow programming model. The usage of data flow model has a few
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advantages. It results in easier debugging process because it allows immediate access to
the program state. Besides, data flow model also supports automatic parallelization
which is vital for music rendering. As the processes encountered in the implementation
of VLMR involve concurrent processing scenarios, the data flow model is well suited in
this case. The data flow model can run repetitively for the next event and this model
starts with the string input as shown in Figure 1.
In the method, firstly, the user needs to input the rules (lower and upper scales)
using the visual language framework by selecting, and dragging and dropping the
icons on the window for defining the rules. The selected icons will be read by the LSystem editor that runs behind the interface. The editor then converts the rules by
matching them with the L-system grammars and stored the converted rules in an
array. As the rules are too short to generate harmonious musical sound, the rules can
be mutated using the stochastic L-System grammar. Rewriting the converted rules
(mutation) then takes place (if required) so that a longer piece of rules is generated
[7][8][9]. The mutated rules are also able to create a plant model. The L-System
editor will then pass the rules to the string generator. Then, the string generator which
follows the context-sensitive L-System grammar, outputs (interprets) the production
rules based on the mutated rules [10]. Finally, harmonious musical sound can be
played with the aid of MIDI library [11].

Fig. 1. The Overall Method: Data Flow in VLMR

3

Implementation

The visual language framework was developed using the code that was taken from a
functioning Java L-System application. The software is available for public use and so
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is LMUSe for music rendering [12]. The functioning Java L-System application is
created to allow users to draw trees easily in a visual environment [13]. This system is
written in Java [14] and the development toolkit used is Eclipse Galileo IDE. The
system overview of the architecture of VLMR is shown in Figure 2. The
implementation code of Mutator.java where the stochastic grammar is used to mutate
the rules is shown in Figure 3 while the implementation code of Production.java
where the context-sensitive grammar is used to generate a variety of production rules
is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 2. Classes of VLMR
private void makeBTNActionPerformed (java.awt.event.ActionEventevt) {
if (count == 1) {
String backup = convertedrumeATXT.getText ();
Vector rulesVector = textToRules(); //mutate process
Mutatormutator = new Mutator();
rulesVector = mutator.do_mutation(rulesVector,0,1); //one-point swap
rulesToText(rulesVector); }
convertedruleATXT.setText(backup);
count++;}

Fig. 3. Example of How Mutation is Performed (Stochastic Grammar)
private void makeBTNActionPerformed (java.awt.event.ActionEventevt) {
InString = MainFrame.axio;
Production p = new Production(inString,3,”[]<>”); //Recursive
intnumrecursionsdone = 0;
numrecursionsdone += p.run();
p.interruptime = true;
p.run();
outString = p.getProduction();
productionruleATXT.setText(outString);}

Fig. 4. Example of How Production Rules are Obtained (Context-Sensitive Grammar)
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Based on L-System, the plant modeling can then be interpreted for music rendering [6]
through the interpretation of the L-Systems grammars. A snapshot of the VLMR system is
shown in Figure 5. The visual language framework is implemented with musical icons that
can be dragged and dropped and is written in Java [14] using Netbeans IDE in order to
integrate with the context-sensitive and stochastic L-Systems grammars that were taken
partially from LMUSe system. As shown in Figure 5, the VLMR system consists of the
Rules (Upper Scale and Lower Scale), Music Toolbox (Key, Transpose Up, Transpose
Down, Play, Posh and Pop), Tree’s Attribute (Angle, Left Branch’s Size and Right
Branch’s Size), Converted Rules and Production Rules. The rest of the method is
implemented under Functions Menu of the interface namely ConvertRule (Converting the
Rules: Matching of the rules with L-System Grammars), Mutate (Mutating the Converted
Rules (Stochastic Grammars)), Make (Creating Plant Model through Mutated Rules),
Interpret (Generation and Interpretation of Production Rules (Context-Sensitive
Grammar)) and Play (Playing the Music through the Production Rules). The music can be
easily rendered by clicking ‘Play’ button on VLMR as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. A Snapshot of the VLMR System

4

Evaluation and Discussion

A survey together with a set of experiments were carried out to determine the
acceptability and the quality of the techniques and methods derived in this research.
The respondents were required to listen to the musical sounds rendered by LMUSe as
well as VLMR and then make comparison between both sounds based on the level of
harmony. The harmony of the musical sound is defined as the complication of note
played per tab on the instrument. Ten respondents who are experts in music as well as
ten respondents who are non-experts in music who mainly originate from the School
of Computer Sciences and the School of the Arts, USM were asked to complete the
questionnaires. In addition, a total of twenty respondents who are neither experts in LSystem nor have any experience with L-System were also surveyed subjectively on
the ease of using both systems.
Table 1 shows the results of the evaluation of LMUSe and VLMR by the
respondents. The rating is based on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5 is the highest. The mean
rating is calculated as follows:
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Mean Rating = Rating of Respondent 1+……+ Rating of Respondent 10
Number of Respondents

(10)

For the level of harmony of the musical sounds generated, the musicians and nonmusicians have rated 3.7 and 3.1 respectively for LMUSe, and 4.3 and 4.8
respectively for VLMR. On the ease of generating the harmonious musical sounds,
the musicians and non-musicians have rated 2.5 of and 1.7 respectively for LMUSe,
and 4.5 and 4.2 respectively for VLMR. The 20 respondents who are neither expert in
L-Systems nor have any experience with L-Systems also wrote down some feedbacks
on their opinion about the systems.
Table 1. Result on the Evaluation of LMUSe and VLMR
Question
Level of Harmony in the
Musical Sounds
Ease of Generating
Harmonious Musical Sounds

System
LMUSe
VLMR
LMUSe
VLMR

Musicians
3.7
4.3
2.5
4.5

Mean Rating
Non-Musicians
3.1
4.8
1.7
4.2

From the results of the objective and subjective evaluations, some useful and
effective feedbacks were obtained. First of all, the respondents think that the hybrid
method of stochastic and context-sensitive grammars in VLMR has significantly
enhanced the level of harmony in the musical sounds rendered compared to LMUSe.
Secondly, VLMR is easier to use in generating harmonious musical sounds compared to
LMUSe. Thus VLMR has a great potential as an edutainment tool for both L-Systems
and basic music learners.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

As compared to the previous research on L-Systems music rendering, this research
has provided a variety of L-Systems grammars by combining stochastic and contextsensitive L-Systems. Firstly, the hybrid models allows rendering of a more
harmonious musical sound for music rendering. Secondly, it is found that VLMR is
easy to use in producing harmonious musical sounds. Thus, the visual language
framework used in VLMR is well-suited to allow non-experts to understand, learn and
use L-Systems in particular for L-System music rendering [15].
In order to further improve the method, the use of accurate deterministic and nondeterministic L-Systems should be investigated.
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